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We can earn commission from links on this page, but we only recommend products we return. Why trust us? Good cleaning has some clever tips to keep dogs cool in hot weather This content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported on this page to help users enter their email addresses. You may be able to find more
information about this and similar content on piano.io Advertisement - Continue reading below We can earn commission from links on this page, but we only recommend products we return. Why trust us? Good Housekeeping Research Institute warmed up nine brands of hot cocoa to find the best This content has been created and
maintained by a third party, and imported into this page to help users enter their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content on piano.io Advertisement - Continue reading under foot drop is the inability to dorsiflex the foot, so, to pull your foot up. Footdrops often present as people say they
stumble upon themselves. Essentially, it is difficult to clear the foot, so people can, after they go for a long walk, find that they begin to stumble upon themselves. As the footfall gets worse, it can become more pronounced and more profound, and often people will develop a steppage gait, which basically you need to walk your leg up to
clear your foot as you walk. Now footfall itself is not a disease, it is a sign of an underlying pathological process. There are two general categories that we think of footfall. The first is when people are plantarflex, then the calf is in spasms or it is spastic and it is not allowing the muscles, dorsiflexors, to overpower it, and so the dorsiflexor
muscles can not bring the foot up. The second reason is the lack of communication between the nerve and the muscles that should bring the foot up. Now this lack of communication is what we are going to focus on at the moment, and that lack of communication can happen anywhere along the way from the brain down into the foot. So,
people may have central problems, such as a stroke or a tumor or Parkinson's in the brain, so as the impulse comes down the spinal cord you may have spinal cord lesions. As the nerve exit spine people can have what is called a radiculopathy, or more mundane a pinched nerve in the back. It can certainly lead to a footfall. And then
when these nerves come out of the spine, those that go into dorsiflexors, they branch, they come together and form the scissor nerve. And people may have irritation of the scisscia nerve. The scissciatica nerve then enters the bone and branches again into the peroneal nerve, and that the peroneal nerve can also have a lesion in it that
can cause a foot drop. And then you can have a problem with the neuromuscular tick as well and in the muscle itself. All these things can lead to a foot drop. When the problem comes from the spine, usually will be an L5 irritation around the L5 nerve. And that irritation it comes, in general, from the same types of things that can also cause
pain going down in the leg, which are things like herniated plates, spondylolisthesis, comprehensing joint arthropathy, spinal stenosis, essentially narrowing the space where the nerves go out of the spine, which can then put pressure or irritation around that nerve and then leads to a lack of communication between the nerve and the
muscles that will do the job of lifting up the foot. Often, but not always, there will be an accompaniment of pain, numbness, tingling, but sometimes it can only present as the foot falls in the absence of other symptoms. We can earn commission from links on this page, but we only recommend products we return. Why trust us? What to do
(and eat) to lose a few pounds this holiday season This content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported to this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content on piano.io Advertisement - Continue reading under Each editorial product is
independently selected, although we may be compensated or receive an affiliate commission if you purchase anything through our links. If hot cocoa is your go-to drink of choice when the temperature drops, you're probably well acquainted with hot cocoa bombs now. They are the latest in upgraded hot cocoa, and it's not just because
they taste good - it's because there's no feeling comparable to seeing the smooth chocolate peel melt open to reveal a snowy world of marshmallows. The only drawback? They can be hard to find when everyone has the same urge for hot cocoa decadence - especially in a pandemic when we already expect a lot of winter shortages. That
doesn't mean you can't like it after all, though! TikTok @JackiSilvar feeding our sweet site with this easy-to-follow tutorial. How to make hot cocoa bombs at home (and just in time for your holiday). The hot cocoa bomb recipeBefore you get started, you'll want to stock up on these essentials: the chocolate you choose, a spherical silicone
chocolate form like this, hot cocoa powder and mini marshmallows. Start the bombs by melting chocolate either on the stove or in the microwave oven, then coat the inside of the mold with a healthy layer. Then put the mold in the freezer for 15 minutes, making sure the chocolate peel doesn't need any reinforcement before trying to pop it
out. (If it does, just upload the shape with another layer of chocolate!) @jackisilvarReply to @totallynotangelicaa Hot cocoa bomb tutorial   ##hotcocoa ##hotcocoabomb ##hotchocolate ##hotchocolatebombs ##christmasbaking♬ A Holly Jolly Christmas – Christmas MusicVery gently remove cooled chocolate from the mold, and fill
half of your hot cocoa bomb with mini marshmallows and your favorite hot cocoa mix. Smooth out the edges of the empty half of your hot cocoa bomb by pressing it on a hot a few seconds, then mount it on top of the other half. Fill any cracks in the seam with leftover melted chocolate, and voila! On the go and need your hot chocolate fix?
Try one of these best fast food hot chocolate drinks. How to use a hot cocoa bombTo make your hot cocoa bomb explode into a molten mountain of chocolate and marshmallowy goodness, we recommend putting the bomb into your empty mug first. Just pour some hot milk over it and watch the magic happen right in front of your eyes.
The great thing about this tutorial is that you can get quite flexible with your ingredients - why not try a white chocolate or salted caramel hot cocoa bomb? No matter how you mix it up, these hot cocoa bombs are perfect for cosying up firewood. Winter won't be any sweeter than this. Now, find out even more hot chocolate hacks that will
take the cocoa habit to the next level. Source:M. Unal Ozmen/ShutterstockShutterstock (2)Roman Fenton/Shutterstock, Taste of Home Each item on this page was selected by a Women's Day editor. We can earn commission on some of the items you choose to buy. Tra'Renee talks to hot momma Shelly and her secrets about looking
fabulous, staying fit, maintaining a career and taking care of family. This content is created and maintained by a third party and imported into this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content on piano.io - Continue reading below
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